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AJOR RUNWAY OVERLAY PROJECT AT THE
LOGAN-CACHE AIRPORT IN 2021

Logan Cache Airport is gearing up for a busy year starting
with a Runway Overlay Project which consists of milling off
and laying down a new surface on the main 9200-foot runway
35/17. This undertaking will require Runway 35/17 to be
closed for about two months starting the end of April 2021
(weather permitting) and will also include grooving and
striping the new surface at a total project cost of
approximately $4M.

This is a very significant investment.

However, Airport Manager, Lee Ivie, has overseen projects
totaling nearly $15M in his nine-year tenure at the LoganCache Airport.

In addition to runways, airport projects

include taxiways, ramp improvements, acquisition of safety
approach/departure zones, and access paving to hanger
locations (FYI: Funding for airport maintenance and
construction comes mainly from aviation fuel taxes, not
taxpayer funds). Some of Mr. Ivie’s other duties include
working with the FBO (aircraft service provider) and hanger
owners, as well as constant interaction with federal
regulators. If that’s not enough, snow removal is also part of
his multifaceted management challenge.

Lee's qualifications stem from a wealth of experience at three
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other airports in Utah, Oklahoma, and Idaho over a total of 25
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playing Bluegrass music with family members on guitar,
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mandolin, and banjo. He and his wife, Debra, live in an
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apartment in Logan, but they also have a primary home at the
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years.

His hobbies include fishing, skiing, hunting and

Malad Summit in the mountains of Southeastern Idaho. They
have three children and seven grandchildren. He enjoys great
confidence from all stakeholders at our airport as he is a
consummate professional in a very challenging position.



